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I would like to start by thanking the men and women of the AESC for 
helping to provide the United States with the natural gas and fuel oil to 
keep everyone warm this winter.

As I write this article, the weather report calls for another big storm 
to blanket the United States. Snow, ice storms, and minus 50 degree 
temperatures are expected in many cities throughout the Midwest.

Working safely in these types of conditions presents a daily challenge for 
many of us in this industry. In addition to supplying our people with the 
proper gear and equipment, we must train our crews how to work safely in 
these harsh environments.

New technologies have helped us to better equip ourselves to be able to 
work safely in these cold and hazardous conditions.  

Clothing such as gloves, boots, and arctic coveralls utilize new materials.  Our trucks have anti-lock brakes, 
improved tire design, and the list goes on.

But one thing we cannot forget is our human nature. With all of these advancements in technology we tend 
to push the limits past where our good common sense tells us we should stop, or at least slow down and 
reevaluate. 

Driving provides a great example of this.  While anti-lock brakes are incredibly useful, they will not bring you 
to a sudden stop on solid ice, but we tend to forget that. Experts say if each of us would reduce our speed on 
icy roads by 10 to 25 %, we could reduce vehicle accidents by double those percentages. A 20 to 50 percent 
reduction in accidents would be amazing. We all just need to remember to slow down.

It is easy to develop a false sense of security when relying on modern technology to keep us from harm. We 
must remember that although technology is wonderful, it must be used properly if it is to help us.

This is why I believe it is just as important to provide our people with the best training possible today as it was 
50 years ago. There is no substitute for good training, safety meetings, JSA’s, and lively discussions. Utilization 
of the JSA and SWA (Stop Work Authority) along with a good pre-job meeting and discussion will truly help 
to keep all our people safe.

The AESC has many resources available to help us train and educate our employees, and I urge you to take 
advantage of them.  Materials such as the safety training  films and resource books (the Green Book, Blue 
Book, etc.) can make a world of difference.

May God bless you and yours, God bless our troops, God bless our employees and co-workers and

GOD BLESS AMERICA !!!!!

P R E S I D E NT ’ S  O UTLOO K

Sam Tolley
2018-2019 AESC PRESIDENT
SPN Well Services/Alliance Energy Service Co. 
Rangely, Colorado
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REDIRECTED SAFETY EFFORTS – COMPLICITY VS. COMPLIANCE
In an effort to comply with what their customers require, contractors in the 
upstream oil and gas industry continue to provide information to reporting 
companies. But where is the line between complicity and compliance?  Is the 
industry spending so much effort, resources, and funds in trying to comply 
with what your customers are asking you to provide, that it’s taking away 
from the your time to manage and fund your own safety programs internally?  
Where’s the line?

I continually hear from contractors in the industry, not only from our members 
but from others in the industry, that the amount of time it takes to comply 
with just the information customers require is continuing to burden their 
systems and take away from true safety programs.  If you have to utilize one or 
more full-time employees to keep up with providing safety statistics or other 

documentation to a company designated by your customers, is that truly providing a safer work environment for 
your employees?  Could those resources be better utilized internally for additional training, orientations, safety 
equipment and technology?

There are more questions than answers, but for the contractor, it has to be a balancing act of spending your budget 
in the proper places.  The problem is, you are still required to provide that service by your customer in order to be 
eligible to provide a quote to work for them.  And often times, you have NO control of the pricing you are being 
charged by the third party to comply.  Your company is doing nothing more than having to be complicit to comply, 
but at what real cost?

Many third party companies that serve as the go between for you to your customer truly care about helping you 
to establish safe workplaces.  I would argue that others have no other mandate but to make a profit at any cost.  
Of course, as contractors, you have no say in which company is used or how these companies treat you and your 
employees in terms of you being a true ‘customer’.  It is unfortunate that we have come to this point in the safety 
world.  

Ten years ago, this wasn’t the case, but the system has evolved and continues to evolve today.  Where will it be 
in three years or five years from now?  Will there be one clearinghouse of information where all companies can 
truly report? Or will things remain fragmented with different companies requiring different metrics? Ultimately, 
the question is: at what cost?  Not only financial costs, but also the cost of employee safety in the field and within 
each of your companies.

I would argue that the playing field needs to change.  More time and effort should  be focused internally to keep 
your employees safe.  The statistics continue to tell us that an injury is more likely to occur in the first year of 
employment, so it’s critical to focus and train them well.

Continue to fight the good fight.   Keep your employees’ safety and well-being as your upmost priority!

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR CORNER

Kenny Jordan
AESC EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Headquarters
2530 Production Drive
St. Charles, IL 60174

phone:     (630) 893-3888
fax:     (630) 893-8164

Branch Locations
Whittier, CA:     (626) 458-0055

Harrisburg, PA:     (717) 939-5757
Houston, TX:     (713) 941-2068

www.alpswirerope.com

®
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Area

D E C E M B E R  2 0 1 8 12 months ago
Year on year change  
in active rig countActive  

Rigs
Available 

Rigs
Idle  
Rigs

Stacked  
Rigs

Active %  
of total 

Active  
Rigs

%  
Utilization

Texas Gulf Coast 169 52 57 72 48% 136 41% 33

Arklatex 50 13 41 66 29% 56 27% -6

Eastern U.S.A. 26 27 19 14 30% 38 28% -12

South Louisiana 10 8 12 3 30% 20 59% -10

Mid-Continent 127 40 77 110 36% 118 35% 9

West Texas / Permian 490 67 187 211 51% 406 50% 84

Rocky Mountain 270 52 136 69 51% 232 27% 38

West Coast / Alaska 152 23 119 113 37% 181 42% -29

TOTAL U.S.  1,294 282 648 658 45% 1,187 43% 107

Area

J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 9 12 months ago
Year on year  change  

in active rig countActive  
Rigs

Available 
Rigs

Idle  
Rigs

Stacked  
Rigs

Active %  
of total 

Active  
Rigs

%  
Utilization

Texas Gulf Coast 176 44 59 88 48% 139 42% 37

Arklatex 42 14 48 60 26% 56 27% -14

Eastern U.S.A. 38 23 27 10 39% 34 26% 4

South Louisiana 19 3 4 2 68% 19 58% 0

Mid-Continent 125 38 80 109 36% 117 34% 8

West Texas / Permian 483 45 207 223 50% 412 50% 71

Rocky Mountain 262 59 136 70 50% 231 46% 31

West Coast / Alaska 150 24 116 112 37% 175 41% -25

TOTAL U.S.  1,295 250 677 674 45% 1,183 45% 112

WELL SERVICE  
RIG COUNT
Welcome to the Association of Energy 
Service Companies (AESC) Service Rig 
Count. This service is being provided by 
the AESC and is published in each issue 
of Well Servicing magazine and now may 
be accessed directly on the AESC website 
(www.aesc.net). Simply go to Industry 
Resources on the top tab, a drop-down box 
will show you “RIG COUNT” and click there.

Canadian rig count was provided by Topco Oilsite Products, but effective for the June 2016 Rig Count, they 
are no longer providing that service so it has been removed from the count.

Active Rig The rig is active if, on average, it is crewed and worked every day during the month.

Available Rig The rig is available if a rig has a crew and is ready to work, but is not working.

Idle Rig The rig is idle if the rig is capable of being put to work in less than 48 hours and does not 
  require spending in excess of $50,000 to activate it, and does not have a crew currently assigned.

Stacked Rig The rig is stacked if the rig does not have a crew assigned and could not be put to  
  work without significant investment in repairs and additional equipment in excess of $50,000.
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2018 SAFETY STATISTICS FOR 
THE WELL SERVICE INDUSTRY
By Kenny Jordan, AESC Executive Director

Each year, the association gathers statistical safety 
data from participating companies and publishes 
this information in the March/April issue of the Well 
Servicing magazine.  The following are the results of 
the reported data and with some of the conclusions 
gleaned from those statistics.  These statistics are 
voluntarily submitted by participating companies 
each year.  They do not represent the majority of 
the association’s membership, however, we estimate 
they represent approximately 85 percent of the well 
servicing rigs in the U.S.  

In 2018, a record number of companies participated in 
our statistics program.  Ultimately, our goal is to get 
enough companies from the different services segments 
(i.e., wireline, coiled tubing, pressure pumping, trucking, 
etc.), so we can report by service segment, thereby 
giving a more accurate representation of what we 

believe are the statistics for a specific service group.  
Right now, the only source available for this type of 
information is through the government NAISC codes, 
which encompass many other service and drilling type 
companies.  We do not believe this gives an accurate 
service segment representation of our industry.

This year’s reported Total Recordable Incident Rate 
(TRIR) of 1.33 is slightly higher than 2017 (1.31, 1.5%).  The 
number of hours is a little misleading as we have more 
companies reporting (yr. to yr. comparison), but as we 
compared company reporting of hours to their previous 
2017 reporting hours, we saw almost all companies with 
higher reported hours in 2018 than in 2017.

If we analyze what occurred in 2017 and also compare 
it to what happened within the last two years, we find 
the following:

       Year 2016 2017 2018

Avg Age (yrs) 37.7 32.6 36.1

Avg Time in Field (yrs) 9.2 7.5 5

Avg Time in Position (yrs) 5.7 5.6 3.6

Time of Year (month) June/July (tied) Sept July/Aug (tied)

Time of Day (am/pm) (49.4/50.6) (50.6/49.4) (47.2/52.8)

Day of the Week Thursday Monday Monday

Position Floorhand (30.1%) Floorhand (24.3%) Floorhand (31.9%)

Type of Incident Struck (34.1%) Caught Between (27.5%) Struck (35.35%)

Equipment Involved Vehicles (18%) Hand Tools (12.4%) Hand Tools (13.0%)

Work Activity Tripping Pipe 
(23.3%) Tripping Pipe (17.9%) Tripping Pipe (16.6%)

Location of Accident Rig Floor Rig Floor Rig Floor

Part of the Body Fingers/Hands/
Wrist (36.2%)

Fingers/Hands/Wrist 
(42.2%)

Fingers/Hands/Wrist 
(42.1%)

A comparative analysis of 2016, 2017 and 2018
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YEAR LTA 
FREQUENCIES

OSHA 
RECORDABLE 

FREQ
HOURS

1994 4.34 7.25 23,953,596

1995 4.89 6.45 28,553,853

1996 4.43 6.51 24,173,988

1997 4.05 6.16 13,000,000

1998 4.08 6.29 13,705,150

1999 3.08 5.64 27,745,046

2000 2.08 6.15 32,723,256

2001 1.54 4.99 35,528,893

2002 3.31 4.88 33,393,227

2003 2.45 3.79 38,835,386

2004 2.70 3.96 43,657,236

2005 2.25 3.63 44,275,768

YEAR LTA 
FREQUENCIES

OSHA 
RECORDABLE 

FREQ
HOURS

2006 2.27 3.40 49,553,332

2007 0.89 3.04 55,110,850

2008 0.67 2.57 61,072,089

2009 0.61 2.16 42,310,777

2010 0.71 2.51 49,353,326

2011 0.73 2.93 49,218,783

2012 0.79 2.46 55,253,194

2013 0.72 2.29 44,928,902

2014 0.74 2.13 45,272,379

2015 0.41 1.34 43,735,899

2016 0.37 1.26 35,673,108

2017 0.36 1.31 50,020,528

2018 0.32 1.33 75,264,076

SAFETY STATISTICS SUMMARY 1994 - 2018

CHART 1: TRIR/LTAR YEAR TO YEAR COMPARISONS
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The trend since 1994 (as shown in the next table and graph), shows an industry that is continuing to improve over time.
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CHART 2: JOB TITLE
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CHART 3: TYPE OF INCIDENT

CHART 4: BODY PART AFFECTED
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Chart 2 depicts the job titles of the injured personnel.  Again, the floorhands are the most likely to be injured in 
the course of rig jobs, accounting for 31.4% of the accidents that occurred in 2018.  Combined, floorhands and 
derrickmen account for 40.3% of accidents. We have also seen a significant increase in the number of driver 
related incidents in 2018.

Chart 3 illustrates the frequency of different types of incidents that occurred in 2018.  If you combine Struck By 
with Caught Between, you will see they account for 61.2% of all incidents.  If a company wanted to make the 
most impact with their safety program, this would be a place of emphasis.  When looking at statistics from other 
associations and companies, this is one of the largest contributors to accidents and fatalities in our business.

The next chart (Chart 4) depicts the part of the body most often affected by the accidents.  As seems to be the 
case every year, the area from your wrist to the end of your fingers are most at risk, 42.1% of the incidents reported.
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OIL EXPORTS TO 
EUROPE AND ASIA

WORKOVER/WELL SERVICING RIGS 

REPORTED GROUP HOURS LTA TRIR

Group I (0-75K Hrs) 1.11 1.85

Group Ii (75K - 150K Hrs) 0.60 3.39

Group Iii (150K - 300K Hrs 0.99 2.57

Group Iv (300K - 2,500K Hrs) 0.32 1.32

Group V (>2,500K Hrs) 0.35 1.68

Total Well Service Rigs 0.38 1.65

ALL OTHER SERVICES REPORTING

REPORTED GROUP HOURS LTA TRIR

Group I (0-75K Hrs) 0.00 0.42

Group Ii (75K - 150K Hrs) 9.00 0.37

Group Iii (150K - 300K Hrs 0.38 0.89

Group Iv (300K - 2,500K Hrs) 0.25 0.85

Group V (>2,500K Hrs) 0.15 0.77

Total Other Services 0.22 0.81

ALL SERVICE COMPANY REPORTS

REPORTED GROUP HOURS LTA TRIR

Group I (0-75K Hrs) 0.69 1.15

Group Ii (75K - 150K Hrs) 0.49 2.21

Group Iii (150K - 300K Hrs 0.60 1.57

Group Iv (300K - 2,500K Hrs) 0.27 1.05

Group V (>2,500K Hrs) 0.31 1.49

Total Other Services 0.32 1.33

This first table depicts the statistics for Well Servicing 
Rig Companies based on the number of hours reported 
by group size.  The size of each group is reported in 
Column A, so if a company reported 158,544 hours, they 
would fall into Group III, and so forth.

The second table depicts the statistics for All Other 
Companies Reporting (non-rig services).

The third table depicts the statistics for ALL COMPANIES 
REPORTING (both rigs and non-rig services).

This year, we wanted to break down the company hours and report how the statistics are reflected based on 
groupings of companies by hours they report.  We use these hours within our own Safety Awards program.

I will let the reader draw their own conclusions 
from the data.  Suffice it to say that in the last few 
years, the industry has been paying more attention 
to safety programs, has taken advantage of outside 
resources, and has implemented programs to protect 
the employees. 

For the purposes of this analysis, we had over 100 
companies reporting their safety statistics and the 
details involved with their accident investigations.  
This was a total of   75,264,076 million man hours of 
work performed in our industry (equivalent to about 
36,000 man years of work).  

Although statistical analysis can be helpful in evaluating 
your safety programs and benchmarking those to 
others, it’s more to focus on the “leading” indicators.  
Even as we see the TRIR flatten out, it is imperative 
for the industry to seek a zero incident environment in 
the workplace.  More and more resources are available 
to companies of every size.  Many fantastic programs 
exist, such as: SafeLand, SafeGulf, the various STEPS 
groups, the AESC (Recommended Practices for 
Servicing, Hot Oiler Recommended Practices, H2S 
and other safety related videos), NORA/NIOSH 
studies, the newest Hazard Alerts on Respirable Silica, 
Fires and Explosions, Ignition Sources, Trenching, and 
Tank Gauging Incidents, and the list goes on and on.  
The AESC is involved with many of these initiatives 
that are all focused on making our industry as safe a 
working industry as possible.  But at the end of the 
day, it takes management support, understanding, 
funding, and buy-in for a safety program to move 
from a program to a “living the commitment”. 

With an increase in the activity anticipated for 2019, 
it is imperative that each company maintains a safe 
work environment for all employees.  There will be 
new employees to hire, train, and keep safe.  Keep your 
emphasis on training programs for your employees, 
no matter their position or experience.  

As we enter 2019, this association will continue to be 
involved in activities and directives that continue to 
focus emphasis on employee safety.  Your involvement, 
whether it be at a local chapter, state, or federal level, 
is important.

If you would like to participate in the safety statistics 
program in the association, please contact the AESC 
office directly (713-781-0758).  The information 
provided is anonymous and we do NOT share the 
information except in a consolidated format and with 
NO company names provided.

The AESC remains committed to assisting our 
members in developing programs, providing 
information, and working with both regulatory 
agencies and customers to develop a safe workplace 
for all members of our industry.  Continue with your 
commitment to provide a safe working environment 
and culture within each of your own companies and 
at home.
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OIL EXPORTS TO 
EUROPE AND ASIA

By Andy Maslowski

Some petroleum from recently drilled horizontal 
shale wells is being exported to overseas 

markets. (Photo by Andy Maslowski)  

The United States is a tremendous energy consumer, 
using more petroleum products than any other country 
on the planet.  To feed this need, the nation imports 
some 9 or 10 million barrels of oil a day (MMBOPD) 
from several different countries.  

At the same time, American companies are producing 
more liquid petroleum products than ever before.  On 
some days, the U.S. crude oil production leads the 
world, surpassing that from Russia or Saudi Arabia. 
This development would have been inconceivable just 
a few short years ago.   

Yet there is even more to ponder.  Due to regional 
bottlenecks and private contractual agreements, some 
of this oil is being exported to overseas markets.  As a 
result, the U.S. has become an impressive oil importing 
and exporting nation. 

This two-way flow of petroleum can make one’s head 
spin.  For oilfield workers, it might also create new 

opportunities for completion and production work. 
Oil flowing out of a well in West Texas could very well 
end up on a ship heading for China or Western Europe, 
thousands of miles away. 

WORLD SALES

In recent years, worldwide oil consumption has averaged 
in the range of 95 to 100 MMBOPD.  For example, the 
International Energy Agency (IEA), headquartered 
in Paris, France, estimated the amount at about 98 
MMBOPD in 2018, and this included production of crude 
oil and other products such as petroleum liquids.  Many 
of the producing nations use all of their energy sources 
for their own domestic purposes and still have to buy 
more oil on the open market.  However, the US is in a 
unique position.  It is a major player for both buying and 
selling large quantities of petroleum.

“The United States is well-placed to increase its 
role in global markets,” the IEA explained in a 2018 
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forecast report on world oil markets.  “Since the ban 
on exporting crude oil was lifted at the end of 2015, 
volumes have increased sharply, reaching 2 MMBOPD 
in some weeks.”

Two of the biggest bottlenecks in pipeline capacity in 
North America occur where oil is moved from Alberta, 
Canada, and in the Permian Basin.  The IEA said these 
constraints could ease after 2019, “on the assumption 
that new projects being considered are actually 
commissioned.”  This includes Canadian projects such 
as the Trans Mountain and Keystone XL pipelines 
as well as the TexStar Logistics’ EPIC line, due to be 
up and running this year in Texas.  A number of new 
oil export facilities are also being upgraded or built, 
so that by 2023 Corpus Christi, TX, will become the 
primary export hub in the Gulf Coast.

“The United States is also making its mark in the 
refining industry,” the IEA reported.  “With Asian import 
requirements growing, there will be opportunities for 
new suppliers, particularly to meet Asian demand for 
petrochemical feedstocks.  Shipments from the United 
States to China are already significant and should be 
ideally placed to meet the need for more light, low-
sulphur crude.”

During the past three years, oil production from China, 
Mexico and Venezuela has fallen by a combined 1.7 
MMBOPD as a consequence of lower investment and 

other political reasons, according to the IEA.  With 
OPEC capacity growing only modestly, more attention 
is being focused on non-OPEC producing countries. 
These efforts are led by the United States,  but also 
include  Brazil, Canada and Norway.

REFINED OIL

The nation’s own Energy Information Administration 
(EIA…not the IEA!) said the US exported an average of 
7.3 MMBOPD of crude oil and petroleum products in 
the first half of 2018, setting monthly records for both 
crude oil and hydrocarbon gas liquid (HGL) exports.

“U.S. crude oil exports increased by 787,000 BOPD 
(almost 80 percent) from the first half of 2017 to the 
first half of 2018, setting a new monthly record of 2.2 
MMBOPD in June 2018,” the EIA said in a This Week 
in Petroleum report, released in September 2018.  
“Destinations in Asia were the largest recipients of U.S. 
crude oil exports, more than doubling and increasing 
by 193,000 BOPD to China.  U.S. crude oil exports 
to South Korea and India also increased significantly 
during this period, up 81,000 BOPD and 72,000 BOPD, 
respectively.”

Europe was the second largest market for American 
crude oil exports during the first six months of 2018, 
receiving an average of about 555,000 BOPD.  The 
EIA reported Italy, the United Kingdom and the 
Netherlands each received more than 120,000 BOPD 
of this supply.  American exports have been sought in 
certain markets in Europe to reduce their dependence 
on oil from Russia and African nations, such as Libya 
and Nigeria, whose reliability is sometimes in question. 

HGLs were the second largest petroleum export in the 
first half of 2018, averaging about 1.6 MMBOPD, the EIA 
said.  Again, destinations in Asia led the way, including 
Japan, South Korea, China and India, many of which 
have expanded petrochemical facilities to import 
American HGLs as feedstock.  Back in the Western 
Hemisphere, Canada and Mexico also imported HGLs 
for the same reasons.  These two countries received 
a combined 453,000 BOPD of HGLs from American 
companies during the first half of 2018.

The U.S. also exported an estimated 1.3 MMBPD of 
distillate supplies, including diesel fuel, and about 
913,000 BPD of motor gasoline during the first half 
of 2018.  The EIA reported most of the distillate was 
shipped to Central and South America, especially to 
Brazil and Chile.  More than half of U.S. gasoline exports 
were sent to Mexico.

Each of these statistics verify how important American 
hydrocarbon production has become during the past 
few years.  Without question, they also position the 
U.S. as a strong refining resource for much of the 
developed world.
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TWO-WAY TRADE

New horizontal well drilling and completion technology 
has spurred activity in a dozen different states and on 
federal Gulf of Mexico tracts.  Much of the recent growth 
has occurred in areas such as the Permian Basin in 
West Texas and Eastern New Mexico, in North Dakota, 
within the Marcellus Shale play in Pennsylvania, and 
elsewhere in the United States.  Where hydrocarbons 
can be pipelined or shipped by rail to coastal terminals 
or refineries, they can sometimes be loaded on ocean-
going vessels for transport overseas.

Though regulated, all American oil and gas companies 
are private companies and can typically sell, or buy, 
their petroleum products wherever they are able.  
Sometimes, oil is sold to other foreign companies 
in Canada, Mexico, China, Japan, South Korea or 
in Europe.  Sometimes, similar arrangements are 
made for importing crude oil and other products, so 
American firms end up buying oil from Russia, Saudi 
Arabia, Canada or various other nations.

Actually, this two-way petroleum trade in not new.  The 
U.S. has been exporting LNG (liquefied natural gas) for 
50 years.  The oldest American LNG marine terminal 
is in Kenai, Alaska and it became operational in 1969 
when it began exporting LNG, primarily to Japan.  

While American companies now export more LNG than 
they import (see LNG Export and the Marketplace, in 
Well Servicing Magazine, January/February 2018), 

some LNG tankers from places 
like Trinidad and Russia still 
unload at terminals on the 
American East Coast.  This 
means LNG tanker carriers, 
inbound and outbound from 
the U.S., could, theoretically, 
pass by one another on the 
open seas.

A similar situation could 
also happen for marine 
vessels carrying crude oil or 
other petroleum shipments.  
Supertankers, including some 
Very Large Crude Carriers 
(VLCC) capable of carrying 2 
MMBO, might be headed for 
the Louisiana Offshore Oil Port 
(LOOP) to unload its liquid 
cargo from a place like Saudi 
Arabia.  At the same time, 
another tanker ship might 
be departing Corpus Christi, 
bound for China with a load of 
American crude oil from the 
Eagle Ford play.

The Merchant Marine Act of 
1920 (also called the Jones Act) requires that all 
goods transported by water between American 
ports be carried on U.S.-flagged ships, constructed in 
the United States, and be owned by and crewed by 
American citizens.  Since many supertankers and LNG 
vessels sail under foreign flags, they cannot legally 
transport hydrocarbons from Texas or Louisiana to 
East Coast terminals such as Boston or Maryland.  
Instead, American companies often use foreign ships 
to move their oil to overseas markets.

The oil trade is in a constant state of flux.  Prices are 
always changing, and the ebb and flow of supply 
and demand never rest due to various political and 
economic reasons. 

Oil and gas companies, including energy service 
contractors, have to make plans within this flexible 
business environment, which is not always easy to do.  
Every decision might determine how many workers 
go, or don’t go, into the field to complete the work 
they are trained to do.  

One thing is certain, though. Countries around the 
globe require stable supplies of crude oil and refined 
byproducts.  Many American companies are willing to 
keep the oil flowing, even if it means delivering their 
merchandise across a vast and endless sea.
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ELECTRIC 
FLEETS
By Al Pickett, Contributing Writer

Imagine a well servicing company sending out its fleet of 
rigs for the day’s work and not burning a single gallon of 
diesel fuel because the fleet is totally electric.  

It’s not a reality at the moment, but it could be in the future, 
according to Brandon Borgna, a Volvo Truck spokesman.

“We’ll have to see how technology evolves over time and 
where electric trucks are in demand,” he offered.

 Volvo and a number of other truck manufacturers, 
including Isuzu, Freightliner and Kenworth have electric 
units being used now in fleets. In fact, Volvo Trucks 
announced in December that it is introducing all-electric 
Volvo VNR regional-haul demonstrators in California. 
These trucks operate in distribution, regional-haul and 
drayage (which is the transport of goods over a short 
distance in the shipping and logistics industries, such as 
hauling from a ship to a warehouse).
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Borgna says sales of VNR Electric in North America 
will begin in 2020.

The Volvo VNR Electric demonstration units will be 
based on the proven propulsion and energy storage 
technology currently being used in the Volvo FE 
Electric, and builds on the Volvo Group’s accumulated 
expertise in electrified transport solutions. Borgna 
claims sister company Volvo Buses has sold more 
than 4,000 electrified buses since 2010.

In making the announcement in December, Johan 
Agebrand, Volvo Trucks North American director of 
product marketing, said, “The Volvo VNR is ideal for 
applications like heavy urban distribution, drayage 
and other regional applications where electric 
trucks will first have the greatest impact. The VNR 
series has received tremendous industry acceptance 
since its April 2017 introduction, and the addition 
of an all-electric powertrain provides even greater 
opportunities in the regional-haul market.”

The advantages of all-electric trucks, of course, are 
reduced emissions and lower cost of operation. The 
disadvantage is the limitation of battery capacity, 
as well as the potential problems of a drain on the 
nation’s power grid, not to mention the issue of what 
happens when power lines go down. The amount 
of space that a series of batteries would need in a 
truck is also a concern, especially in regard to well 
servicing rigs where total weight is important to meet 
Department of Transportation regulations.

“The configuration of batteries, whether it is two, 
four or six, will determine how long you can operate,” 
states Borgna.

As battery technology improves, however, he predicts 
the range of how far a truck can travel now before 
having to be re-charged will “pale to the range it will 
be able to go a few years from now.”

“Using all-electric for the fleet of any operator has to 
make sense for their operations and business model,” 
Borgna continues. “Volvo is focused on customers and 
the business case behind using all-electric trucks, as well 
as the benefit for the environment. The development of 
all-electric trucks will be customer-driven.”

The concern for near-zero emission standards in 
California is a primary reason why Volvo is introducing 
the all-electric regional-haul demonstrators in the 
Golden State this year. Introduction of the Volvo VNR 
Electric models are part of an innovative partnership, 
known as LIGHTS (Low Impact Green Heavy Transport 
Solutions) between the Volvo Group, California’s  
South Coast Air Quality Management District 
(SCAQMD), and industry leaders in transportation 
and electrical charging infrastructure.

“The LIGHTS project is a truly unique opportunity 
to showcase a holistic approach to electrification of 
the freight transport industry as we handle ongoing 
challenges, including electricity generation and battery 
optimization,” Peter Voorhoeve, president of Volvo Trucks 
North America, said in the December announcement 

of the project. “We appreciate that the California Air 
Resources Board (CARB) and the SCAQMD have 
recognized our leadership and trusted us to oversee this 
project that will ultimately result in the commercialization 
of fully-electric heavy-duty trucks. In addition to 
introducing the VNR Electric, through LIGHTS, we will 
bring complete sustainable freight solution with end-to-
end electrification coordination with our many partners.”

CARB has preliminarily awarded $44.8 million 
to SCAQMD for the Volvo LIGHTS project, which 
will involve 16 partners and will transform freight 
operations at the facilities of two of the United States’ 
top trucking fleets. Volvo LIGHTS is part of California 
Climate Investments, a statewide initiative that puts 
billons of cap-and-trade dollars to work to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, strengthen the economy 
and improve public health and the environment, 
according the company press release.

“Electric trucks bring many unknowns, and our 
holistic focus through the LIGHTS project will help 
our fleet partners transition securely and smoothly 
based on their individual needs regarding driving 
cycles, load capacity, uptime, range and other 
parameters,” said Agebrand. “Within the project we 
will look at everything from route analysis and battery 
optimization to servicing and financing. We always 
aim to offer high uptime and productivity.”

Less than a month after the press release that introduced 
the Volvo VNR Electric models, Volvo Construction 
Equipment (Volvo CE) announced that in 2020 it will 
start to launch a fully electric range of Volvo branded 
compact wheeler loaders and compact excavators.

The machines will be unveiled in April. In a pioneering 
commitment to future technology, Volvo CE says 
that by mid-2020 it will launch a range of electric 
excavators (EC15 to EC27) and wheel loaders (L20 to 
L28), stopping new diesel engine production based 
on development for these models.

While the company stresses that diesel combustion 
currently remains the most appropriate power source 
for its larger machines, electric propulsion and battery 
technology is proving particularly suited to Volvo’s 
smaller equipment.

It is hard to imagine all-electric well servicing rigs 
becoming operational in the far-flung Permian Basin, 
for example. But 10 years ago, it would have been 
difficult to predict the ability to drill two-mile laterals 
and successfully hydraulically fracture a well that can 
produce more than 1,000 barrels of oil per day.

There would be certain irony if well servicing 
rigs that help produce hydrocarbons, would be 
operating with all-electric fleets. Of course, much of 
the nation’s electricity is generated by natural gas.

As Borgna emphasized, “We will have to see how 
technology evolves over time.”
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Anti-energy activists and elected officials who are 
waging a “keep it in the ground” campaign against 
the oil and gas industry have prevented nearly $92 
billion in economic activity, and they have eliminated 
nearly 730,000 job opportunities, according to a 
recent study.

The US Chamber of Commerce’s Global Energy 
Institute says that federal, state, and local 
governments have also missed out on more than 
$20 billion in tax revenue as a result.

The chamber’s report, “Infrastructure Lost: Why 
America Cannot Afford To ‘Keep It in the Ground’,” 
quantifies the impacts of delayed and cancelled 
energy infrastructure projects. 

Activists have filed lawsuits, held protests and they 
have even vandalized private property with the goal 
of delaying or killing projects, the report says.

The chamber’s report is one example of the 
enormous pressure the oil and gas industry faces 
from opponents who blame the fossil fuel industry 
for climate change, water pollution and other 
environmental damage. 

Greenhouse gas emissions may be the most 
prominent target of activists who say carbon dioxide 
and methane are the chief drivers of climate change. 
Protests are not limited to    environmental groups. 
Activist investors holding the girth and influence of 
giant mutual funds are among a growing chorus of 
voices. 

In 2018, investor groups filed more than 80 
shareholder resolutions with publicly traded 
energy companies. All of them were tied to climate, 
according to a report from Scientific American.

More companies are acquiescing to demands from 
BlackRock, Vanguard Group and other major asset 
managers who are no longer skeptical of climate 
change. 

“It’s now widely recognized that climate change is 
a legitimate risk,” says Aaron Ziulkowski, a manager 
at Boston-based Walden Asset Management, which 
works on shareholder engagement initiatives.

Methane, the primary component of natural gas, is 
considered a potent greenhouse gas that is up to 
80 times more powerful than carbon dioxide as an 
agent of global warming.     

In response to pressure, a growing number of 
producers, large and small, are joining “The 

OIL, NATURAL GAS PRODUCERS 
REDUCE EMISSIONS AMID GROWING PRESSURE
By Chip Minty

M A R K E T  R E P O R T

Environmental Partnership,” a methane emissions 
reduction program established a year ago by the 
American Petroleum Institute. In December 2017, 26 
oil and natural gas producers launched the program 
dedicated to improving the industry’s environmental 
performance. Since then, the number of members 
has doubled to 52 companies from across the 
United States.

Through the program, companies are sharing 
best practices and taking measures to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions from drilling and 
production operations as well as from pipeline 
systems and processing plants.

“This groundbreaking partnership further 
demonstrates the industry’s leadership and 
commitment to responsibly develop America’s 
energy resources while reducing emissions,” 
said  Jack Gerard, president and CEO of the 
American Petroleum Institute.

“U.S. methane emissions have fallen over the past 
decade as domestic natural gas and oil production 
has increased significantly due to technological 
innovations and efforts to increase efficiencies.”

While The Environmental Partnership is a proactive 
measure that may help satisfy investors and ease 
pressure from opponents who would rather keep oil 
and natural gas in the ground, companies benefit in 
other ways as well. 

By reducing methane leaks from operations, there 
is more natural gas in the pipeline and available 
to sell. So, what’s good for the investor and the 
environment is also good for the bottom line.      
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You might say the Marcellus and Utica shale plays 
in the Northeast are in the midst of a branding 
overhaul. 

A decade ago, they seemed to have come out of 
nowhere as the new darlings of the industry, sporting 
thick, black shale layers rich in gas and extending 
over vast regions of Pennsylvania, Ohio and West 
Virginia. The Marcellus and Utica reminded us where 
the oil industry was born, and they assured us that 
the United States would be awash in natural gas for 
years to come.

Production has grown rapidly over the last 10 years, 
according to the Energy Information Administration. 
In 2008, Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia 
combined to produce 1.4 billion cubic feet of natural 
gas per day. Now, a decade later, that number has 
jumped to more than 24 billion cubic feet per day. 

To put this into perspective, production from the 
region represents one quarter of total U.S. output, 
according to the EIA. So, it may not be a surprise 
that natural gas supplies from the Marcellus and 
Utica have outpaced demand in the Northeast. In 
a world where supply and demand drive prices and 
control markets, this may not sound like good news. 
But in the Marcellus and Utica, it only means that it’s 
time to turn the page. 

And that’s what the region has done. The Marcellus 
and Utica took less than a decade to evolve from hot 
new plays to become natural gas producers for the 
nation, job-creating engines and industry stalwarts.

Pipelines that used to carry natural gas into the 
Northeast are now reversed to carry the commodity 
out of the Northeast, and new export lines are being 
built. Meanwhile, the petrochemical industry is 
investing billions of dollars in new plants to process 
copious supplies of natural gas liquids into the 
feedstocks chemical companies need to produce 
plastics and resins that are so high in demand from 
consumer product manufacturers around the world.

With increasing volumes of natural gas coming out 
of the Northeast and going to other parts of the 
country, more gas from the Gulf Coast is finding its 
way into the international markets through pipelines 
and as liquefied natural gas, the EIA says.

Soon, new petrochemical plants in the Northeast will 
be converting natural gas liquids, such as ethane, 
into ethylene, thereby easing the burden on Calvert 

City, Ky., which operates the nearest ethylene 
cracker. Three new ethylene crackers are planned 
for the region, one each in Pennsylvania, Ohio and in 
West Virginia. The Shell Chemical facility is already 
under construction in Monaca, Pa., and is expected 
to process 90,000 to 100,000 barrels of ethane per 
day within a few years, the EIA says.

According to OilFieldJobShop.com, the Pennsylvania 
market is booming with job opportunities for entry-
level workers, and the market appears to be just as 
promising in Ohio, where The Business Journal in 
Youngstown says pipeline construction workers, rig 
operators, welders, processing plant workers and 
other industry job skills are in high demand.

Known for its frequent boom and bust cycles, the 
oil and gas industry has finally come home to the 
place where it was born 160 years ago. Around 
there, locals still talk about the boom and the bust. 
Now, the industry is booming again, and this time, it 
looks like prosperity is there to stay.     

MARCELLUS, UTICA 
SETTLE IN FOR LONG HAUL
By Chip Minty
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Finally, clouds are beginning to lift over the Permian 
Basin. The juggernaut of oil production growth has 
been tangled up in a transportation bottleneck for 
more than a year, but there appears to be a light at 
the end of the tunnel in 2019, experts say.

Producers who have left the basin to focus drilling 
budgets elsewhere are planning their return with the 
promise of new pipeline capacity they desperately 
need to carry oil production to the Texas Gulf Coast. 

Houston-based Carrizo Oil & Gas is one of those 
producers who plan to move drilling operations 
back into the basin in the second half of 2019. That’s 
when massive new pipeline systems are expected to 
start coming online, according to the Tulsa World.

Things will soon be booming again, Carrizo Chief 
Executive Officer Chip Johnson said during a recent 
conference call with investors.   

Carrizo is among many smaller operators forced to 
slow activity in the nation’s largest oil field when 
rapid production growth overwhelmed pipelines. 
The lack of conduits left oil virtually trapped, 
lowering in-basin prices to almost $18 a barrel, or 
26 percent below the U.S. benchmark last fall.

At least three major pipeline projects are scheduled 
to come online in the second half of this year. The 
players buying and building pipelines include Exxon 
Mobil, Kinder Morgan, Plains All American, and 
Phillips 66.

There will be a series of events throughout 2019 to 
ease the bottleneck, Halliburton CEO Jeff Miller told 
Bloomberg.

“It’d be easy to see, as we finish the year, things 
being perfectly normal,” he said.

Meanwhile, there is a growing list of startups 
backed by private equity investors that are planning 
or proposing additional pipelines. Over the past 
few years, analysts count dozens of new pipeline 
companies entering the market and more than 
20 multibillion-dollar projects potentially getting 
underway, according to the Houston Chronical. 

Former EOG Chief Executive Mark Papa shares the 
optimism for 2019, the newspaper says. Pipeline 
shortages should go away by the end of 2019, and 
there may even be a surplus, he said.

That may be hard to imagine in a region where 
average daily production is 3.5 million barrels, and 

projections suggest average production could 
reach 5.4 million by 2023. 

But Papa knows what he’s talking about. The 
Permian Basin is where the action is, and if you’re 
a pipeline company or an investor, nowhere is the 
action more intense than it is in Texas.    

Companies of all sizes, public and private, are 
planning to spend  more than $40 billion to build 
or expand almost 10,000 miles of pipelines — long 
enough to stretch from West Texas to China — to 
connect booming oil production in the Permian to 
refining and export markets along the Gulf Coast, 
according to the Houston Chronicle.

Completion of the first stages of that massive 
pipeline expansion is only months away, opening 
the gate to oil production growth that will almost 
certainly move markets around the world.

 

NEW PIPELINES ON HORIZON 
FOR CONSTRAINED PERMIAN BASIN PRODUCTION
By Chip Minty
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UNCERTAINTY REIGNS 
IN 2019 OIL MARKET
By Chip Minty

Regarding oil prices in 2019, market watchers 
appear sure of only one thing. There is no certainty.

This is not the year to expect authoritative 
predictions to help you sleep at night. Any bold 
prognosticators who might be out there are still 
hiding in the crowd, waiting for more information. 
No one appears confident of what’s ahead, and who 
could blame them?

Consider all the questions surrounding Chinese 
trade talks, OPEC production limits, the Iranian 
sanctions, the American shale boom, the world 
economy and the list goes on. Just remember that 
any price forecasts at this point have been built on 
a foundation of shifting sand.

With all that in mind, the U.S. Energy Information 
Administration took a stab in early January, 
forecasting lower prices for both West Texas 
Intermediate and Brent crude. The agency says WTI 
will average in the mid-$50 range, while Brent will 
average about $60 per barrel. Both expectations 
were more than 2 percent below the EIA’s fall 2018 
outlook.

In a recent column written for Forbes, Dan Eberhart 
writes that oil prices are in for a wild ride in 2019.

“If you thought global oil markets were a rollercoaster 
ride in 2018, better buckle up,” says Eberhard who 
is the chief executive officer of Canary, one of the 
nation’s largest privately-owned oilfield service 
companies.

“Last year was certainly chaotic with international 
benchmark Brent prices surging above $85 a barrel 
in October, only to plunge 40 percent in the final 
months of the year to close under $54. Huge swings 
in market sentiment took a big toll on prices as 
supply shortage fears quickly turned into concerns 
about oversupply,” Eberhardt wrote. “As 2019 
begins, the same market forces that whipsawed 
prices last year remain in play – only with an extra 
dash of unpredictability.”  

On Wall Street, forecasters say 2019 will be split into 
two halves, defined by a price recovery in the first 
half of the year. In the second half, they anticipate 
a softer market due to the potential for slower U.S. 
and world economies and an increase in supply, 
according to a report from CNBC.

Key drivers behind a stronger short-term price 
market include OPEC production limits and sagging 
North American output.

Production cuts of more than one million barrels of 
oil per day were put in place by OPEC, Russia and 
several other world producers at the beginning of 
this year, and the impact of those reductions were 
enhanced by additional cuts in Alberta, Canada. 
Pipeline bottlenecks in the Permian Basin are 
expected to persist through mid-year as well. 

By the second half of the year, however, there may be 
significant increases in world production as OPEC’s 
production limits expire and pipeline projects in 
the Permian begin to wrap up. Both developments 
could add supply and push prices lower.

Meanwhile, Iran’s oil exports are expected to fall 
in May, when sanction waivers for several of the 
country’s biggest customers expire, according 
to CNBC. Unless the Trump administration grants 
new waivers, those customers will be searching the 
world market for other supplies. That could create 
higher world demand and push prices higher.

This might be the point where forecasters are 
throwing their hands up in bewilderment.

Forecasters expect the U.S. economy to slow down 
in the second half of 2019. They’re also uneasy about 
U.S.-China trade talks, which may lead to tariffs that 
drag down the Chinese economy as well, lowering 
world oil demand along with oil prices. 

With so much uncertainty, it’s not surprising analysts 
are scratching their heads. In the end, 2019 could go 
down as the year of the dartboard.
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C O N G R E S S I O N A L  S P O T L I G H T

REP. BEN LEMAN
(TEXAS, DISTRICT 13)

1.) How did you first get interested in politics?

 At a young age, my parents taught me the importance 
of serving and participating in our government in 
order to preserve our way of life here in the United 
States of America and to ensure the opportunity to 
purse the American Dream is passed down to the 
next generation.  

I have voted in every election since I turned 18.  I 
joined College Republicans, Young Republicans 
and later the Republican Party.  I was a Republican 
Party Precinct Chair, Election Judge and Delegate to 
the Republican Party of Texas State Convention.  I 
volunteered on countless campaigns for candidates 
I thought reflected my beliefs.  Later in life, I was 
elected to serve as Grimes County Judge and 
now have been elected twice to serve as State 
Representative of House District 13.

2.) What do you see are the biggest legislative 
issues in this upcoming session at a State Level, and 
do you see these issues as priorities in other states?

The biggest issue facing Texas today is undoubtedly 
how we as a state will fund our public education 
system.  I have personally met with a great number of 
parents, teachers, superintendents, elected officials, 
and students and they all agree more must be done to 
improve our education system.  While Texas is unique 
in the number of students it educates (over 5 million 
which is larger than the total student population of 
half of the states in the U.S.) this issue isn’t unique 
from other states. Many states are looking to address 

school finance to ensure better outcomes for students 
and better utilization of taxpayer monies.

Another big issue facing Texas is property tax reform/
relief.  In 2016, property taxes levied statewide grew 
to $56.1 billion.   A major driver to that is school 
finance.  About $25 billion is collected annually from 
school district Maintenance & Operation (M&O) 
taxes.   That’s nearly one-half of your property tax 
burden.  Addressing our school finance system is just 
one way we can better address our growing property 
tax issue.  People cannot continue to be pushed out 
of their homes because of increases in their property 
tax bill.  As we look to address this issue, we must also 
address school finance to provide much needed relief 
to property owners.

3.) What are your top priorities for your first 
session?

Outside of school finance reform and property tax 
reform/relief, one of the greatest threats to my 
district is the threat and abuse that a newly created 
private entity is exhibiting with their supposed 
eminent domain authority.  This entity has been 
determined to not be a railroad with the power of 
eminent domain by a court at law, and should not be 
able to continue to falsely claim to be a railroad with 
eminent domain authority and terrorize and threaten 
hundreds if not thousands of landowners under that 
false pretense in an effort to construct a high speed 
rail project between Houston and Dallas.

This Session, one of my top priorities is to ensure 
that there be a mechanism established by the state 
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C O N G R E S S I O N A L  S P O T L I G H T

REP. BEN LEMAN
(TEXAS, DISTRICT 13)

to provide equal consideration for the voices of the 
communities whose property would be destroyed 
to that of the private company self-declaring to be 
a railroad with the power of eminent domain and 
ensuring they are not abusing this public power.

4.) One of the issues facing the state are county 
roads which are struggling for funding for 
maintenance and expansion. As a member of the 
House Transportation Committee,   what do you 
see as some of the potential solutions for those 
counties, especially in the energy corridor?

Transportation is essential to any economy, and 
especially so in a state as large and as fast-growing 
as Texas.  As former County Judge of Grimes County, 
I know this issue all too well.  As the population and 
the oil and gas production continues to grow, more 
must be done to preserve and maintain our roads. To 
assist, I fully support allocating additional monies to 
the County Transportation Infrastructure Fund Grant 
Program.  This program does not require additional 
monies to be contributed by the oil and gas industry.  
It simply allocates a portion of the existing oil and 
gas severance tax to counties for road maintenance.  
This program was specifically designed to make 
grants to counties for transportation infrastructure 
projects located in areas of the state affected by 
increased oil and gas production.   During my time 
as County Judge, Grimes County benefited from 
this program and it is proven to allow oil and gas 
production to continue to move forward with reliable 
transportation infrastructure. 

5.) There is a shortage of qualified oil and gas blue 
collar workers in the industry, what can the state do 
in terms of promoting vocational-type programs 
for the workforce that may not necessarily be 
‘college bound’?

House Bill 5, as passed in the 83rd Texas Legislature, 
created multiple pathways for students to graduate. 
This bill also created greater opportunities for 
businesses and higher institutions to work with 
students to provide skills and training needed to 
immediately begin work upon graduation from 
high school.   Through Academic and Career and 
Technical Education (CTE) dual credit courses, high 
school students can better apply themselves toward 
meeting the requirements to obtain an academic 
associate degree, baccalaureate degree, a Workforce 
Certificate or Applied Associate Degree.   This 
creates a clear path forward for students from high 
school to the work field.  I feel it is important as the 
Texas Legislature discusses this issue that we not 
hinder the pathways set forward to creating skilled 
workers.   Rather, we address the barriers in place 
which prevent students from gaining the skillset 

needed to be a productive member of society and to 
retain employment.  

According to the Texas Association of Business, 63 
percent of new or replacement jobs in the United 
States will require at least some college and 45 
percent of those jobs will require a bachelor’s degree 
or higher.   While I certainly know that not every 
student is “college bound”, it is important that as a 
state, we continue to encourage students to pursue 
a post-secondary education.   As such, the Texas 
Higher Education Coordinating Board is proposing 
a higher education plan called 60x30TX, which I 
support.  60X30TX focuses on this common goal by 
striving for 60 percent of the 25-to 34-year old Texas 
population to hold a certificate or degree by 2030.

6.) What would be your advice to companies, 
associates, or individuals regarding involvement 
with public officials, how should these groups get 
engaged?

 The best way to get engaged is by being informed and 
communicate with your elected officials.  Be sure to 
do your research and ask questions.  In politics, there 
can often be a lot of misinformation.  Don’t believe 
the headlines but do your own research.   Attend 
public hearings and take time to visit with your 
elected officials.  We want to hear from you!
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Most people see Louisiana for its color, its cuisine 
and its culture. There’s no doubt, the Cajun state 
takes great pride in a heritage flavored by French 
and Spanish rule prior to President Thomas 
Jefferson’s Louisiana Purchase in 1803.

Beyond the music, food and French Quarter revelry, 
however, is another side that sometimes gets lost in 
the glare. Louisiana’s oil industry is a behemoth with 
production operations that date back to the 1930s.

Massive refineries line the Mississippi shoreline and 
the Louisiana Gulf Coast. Each week, helicopters 
carry hundreds of crew members from bases 
along the coast to drilling rigs and production 
platforms scattered across the shelf and into the 
Gulf of Mexico’s deepwater. Statewide, the industry 
employs nearly 45,000 people, and pays $4.3 
billion in wages each year.

It stands to reason that Louisiana State University in 
Baton Rouge has made a priority of pumping out as 
many engineering graduates as possible. At the end 
of 2018, the school proudly announced that another 

400 engineering graduates walked the aisle at the 
conclusion of its fall semester.

LSU’s College of Engineering comprises more than 
a dozen different engineering degrees, including 
petroleum engineering, electrical engineering, 
environmental engineering and chemical 
engineering.

The university says its College of Engineering is 
dedicated to creating engineers who can transform 
ideas into reality and to solve problems and improve 
quality of life. 

“We cultivate leaders with a strong sense of 
global awareness, an entrepreneurial spirit, and 
great communication skills,” the school says on its 
website. “LSU engineering students are immediately 
successful after graduation due to experiences that 
yield increased opportunities in the workforce.”

“Companies hire LSU graduates because our 
program is designed to prepare future industry 
leaders in a variety of disciplines. We do this through 

LOUISIANA’S FLAGSHIP UNIVERSITY,  
MAJOR SOURCE OF ENGINEERING TALENT

By Chip Minty 
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award-winning programs, professors, and research 
opportunities. The LSU College of Engineering is 
the best in the state, and one of the five fastest 
growing colleges in the country,” the school says.

Within LSU’s College of Engineering is the Craft 
& Hawkins Department of Petroleum Engineering. 
The program was initially established under the 
university’s geology department in 1922, and 
became an accredited, free-standing department in 
1939, shortly after Louisiana’s oil industry was born.

The department has about a dozen faculty members, 
several of whom are authoritative voices within the 
oil and natural gas industry, having authored well-
respected text books, such as Applied Petroleum 
Reservoir Engineering  by Craft and Hawkins,  Well 
Design-Drilling and Production by Craft, Holden, and 
Graves, Applied Drilling Engineering by Bourgoyne, 
et al., and Theory, Measurement and Interpretation 
of Well Logs by Bassiouni.

Since its inception, the department has set 
a standard for outstanding undergraduate 
education, with a reputation for practical, 
hands-on training that develops engineers 
who are innovative and ready for practice, 
the school says.

Today, undergraduate students are exposed to a 
traditional core curriculum that includes five hands-
on laboratory courses and training in advanced 
computer simulation. The program also includes 
electives on modern topics, such as natural gas 
engineering, geothermal energy, and deepwater 
production.

In addition to engineering, the university also has a 
robust geology program, including the College of 
Coast & Environment, which prides itself on being 
at the forefront of coastal and environmental issues 
for more than a century. 

U.S. News and World Report ranks LSU 70th in 
the nation among public universities, and it is 
ranked the top public university in Louisiana. The 
school, founded in 1860, considers itself Louisiana’s 
flagship university, and has more than 25,000 
undergraduate students on a campus that sprawls 
over 2,000 acres on the Mississippi River’s eastern 
shore. The school’s graduation rate is 67 percent.

LSU is a comprehensive university with 11 free-
standing colleges, a graduate school, a law school 
and medical school campuses in both New Orleans 
and Shreveport. In addition to its colleges of 
engineering and environment, LSU also has colleges 
that focus on agriculture, the arts and sciences, 
business, education and the humanities.

Business, management, marketing, engineering, 
education, biological and biomedical sciences, 
communications and journalism are among the 
most popular majors at LSU. 

Meanwhile, opportunities abound for undergraduate 
students to gain hands-on research experience by 
working with professors who are leading experts 
in their fields. LSU has several resources to help 
students get the  most out of their educational 
experience.

Through its LSU Discover program, the university 
opens the door to undergraduate research 
opportunities. Under the program, the university 
holds workshops, symposiums, offers travel 
stipends and it recognizes undergraduates whose 
research activities lead to publication.

LSU takes pride in the value its students receive, 
citing top rankings by Kiplinger’s Personal Finance 
and SmartAsset financial advisors. For in-state 
undergraduates, tuition, fees, housing and meals 
cost $23,368 annually, according to the school’s 
website. Out-of-state undergraduates pay $40,045. 

Meanwhile, LSU says that it awards $300 million in 
financial aid and scholarships each year. Ninety-two 
percent of LSU students receive scholarships or 
financial aid, and two out of three students graduate 
from LSU debt free.

“We value our students as more than just a test 
score, and we’re committed to providing access to 
one of the nation’s most valued degrees,” the 
university says.

The school’s application process considers many 
academic and nonacademic factors, including 
academic transcripts, standardized test scores, 
family background, achievements in and out of 
the classroom, letters of recommendation from 
an academic source, community involvement, 
leadership and financial need. 

LSU is in the heart of Louisiana’s capital, amid a 
collage of culture that makes the state unique. 
The language, the food, the music and the varying 
backgrounds of its community create a fascinating 
melting pot of cultures that cannot be experienced 
elsewhere. 

One of the things Louisiana is best known for is 
Mardi Gras, celebrated in a variety of ways around 
the state, but most include eating king cake, 
participating in parades, and costuming. Meanwhile, 
dining in Louisiana is a sumptuous culinary 
adventure. Louisiana specialties include pork 
boudin, savory meat pie, and Oysters Rockefeller, 
but don’t forget classics, such as red beans and rice, 
gumbo, jambalaya, and crawfish. 

Music is one of Louisiana’s crown jewels. From Cajun 
and zydeco music to jazz, blues and gospel, they are 
all the sounds of Louisiana. Baton Rouge has a semi-
tropical climate, perfect for outdoor activities year-
round. The weather is consistently warm from May 
to October, and winter is typically mild and short. 
Outdoor festivals, concerts and sports events are held 
throughout the year and often involve outdoor cooking, 
eating and socializing in the temperate weather.
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MEMBER PROFILE

LARRY ALBERT
By Mark Crawford, contributing writer

The son of a dairy farmer, Larry Albert grew up in western Oklahoma, where 
“working oilfield meant a day off now and then,” he muses. He started pre-med 
after graduating from high school, but left college a few years later to work in 
the oilfield in 1973 at age 21, hiring on with a drilling fluids company. He soon 
discovered he wanted a greater technical challenge and joined Schlumberger 
a year later. “I realized pretty quickly that wireline was what I was meant to do,” 
he says. “Wireline was extremely technical and there was always something 
new to learn every day. In fact, 45 years later, I am still learning new things.”

In 1977, Albert joined Gearhart-Owen in Enid, Oklahoma, as an open hole 
field engineer (the company was purchased by Haliburton in 1988). Albert 
did not give up on his college education, graduating with a B.Sc. degree 
from Oklahoma City University in 1986. 

Albert has worked wireline most of his career, including 34 years at Halliburton. 
Halliburton jobs took him all over the world, where he did everything from sales 
to operations to manufacturing. “The international assignments in Singapore, 
Indonesia, Aberdeen, and China were a wonderful opportunity for my family 
to experience new cultures and expand their views of the world,” he says.  

One of his more interesting and enjoyable assignments was managing 
Haliburton’s Jet Research Center (JRC), which developed and manufactured 
explosive products, including perforating products. 

Albert was recruited by a private equity company in 2010 to lead a start-up 
wireline company—at the time he was senior director of wireline operations 
for Haliburton and managed the company’s global wireline business. Allied 
Wireline Services was formed via a partnership agreement with General Electric 
to provide vertical well open hole logging services onshore in the U.S. As the 
market shifted from vertical to horizontal in 2011, the company transitioned 
from open hole vertical to cased hole horizontal. Allied Wireline merged with 
Horizontal Wireline in 2014 to become Allied-Horizontal Wireline Services.

Today, the company is a pure play wireline company with operations in the 
U.S. and Argentina. The majority of its business is horizontal completions 
(plug and perforating). After seven years of operations the company is now 
the fifth-largest wireline company in the world. 

“Our phenomenal growth can be attributed to a solid team of professionals 
who routinely deliver world-class quality service,” says Albert. “We 
differentiate based on service quality and safety—we have been A-rated on 
ISN since we merged companies in 2014.”

HANDS-ON CUSTOMER SERVICE

As vice chairman and board member, Albert focuses on business development 
and executive sales, as well as new product development and marketing. 
“One key to our business growth has been the introduction of innovative 
products,” he says. 

Albert starts his day at 5:30 in the morning with a review of the night 
operations reports. Most days he is on the road, visiting customers or 
spending time with his field crews at well sites.   

One of his biggest challenges is staying abreast of market conditions and 
competitor activities. “We have a system that tracks bids, pricing, and win/
loss ratios, but it is always challenging to understand what the data is telling 
us and what, if any, changes in strategy we need to make,” he says. Albert 
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enjoys technical writing and has had papers published by SPE, URTeC, 
and Hydraulic Frac Journal.

The current oil price is having significant impact on customer budgets 
and plans. “While we have yet to see the rig count drop, completions are 
being deferred and frac spreads idled,” he says. “This puts pressure on 
our sales team to deliver the contracts that will keep our crews utilized.”  

Horizontal drilling, hydraulic fracturing, and plug and perforating 
will continue to revolutionize the oil and industry. As core acreage is 
depleted and E&P companies are forced to drill lower-quality rock, 
Albert foresees a greater need for innovation in drilling and completions 
to maintain profitability—for example, longer laterals, shorter stages, 
and higher sand volumes.

“We are constantly working with third-party suppliers to develop 
innovative products that lower costs or improve efficiency,” says 
Albert. For example, Allied-Horizontal Wireline Services is testing 
a new perforating product called CoFracTM that was developed in 
China by Ruitong International almost a decade ago. “We partnered 
with them in early 2018 to introduce the product into the U.S. onshore 
market,” continues Albert. “It is an innovative method that integrates 
solid propellant and shaped charges for enhanced perforating. The 
objective is better perforation tunnels and higher cluster efficiency.”

The company has also introduced an extended lateral package that 
includes jacketed wireline, addressable release tool, downhole tension, and 
a hydrostatically actuated wireline jar. This equipment allows companies 
to complete very long horizontal laterals that have high dog-leg severity.

VALUED AESC PARTNER

Allied-Horizontal Wireline Services has been an AESC member since its 
first year of operations in 2011. 

Albert greatly appreciates the valuable information he gets through 
AESC—for example, how to deal with DOT compliance and safety 
programs, or the recent DOE decision on chemical sources. 

“The AESC has been able to speak for all independent wireline companies 
about efforts to discontinue the use of chemical sources and the detrimental 
impact this would have on our business,” Albert says. “Without AESC input, 
it is highly likely this change would have been made. AESC is a great voice 
that supports our industry when government regulations can be harmful.”

BEST ADVICE EVER RECEIVED 

“The worst decision made is 
probably the one never made.”

RECENT BOOK 

Boom Town by Sam Anderson. 
This is a history of Oklahoma 
City and starts from the rush to 
present times.

FAVORITE QUOTE 

“We have nothing to  
fear but fear itself.”

FAVORITE MOVIE 

We Were Soldiers.

INSIDE LOOK WITH LARRY ALBERT
HOBBIES/INTERESTS 

Golf and sporting clays.

FAVORITE GETAWAY 

Anyplace with family, but  
our favorite destination is Bali, 
Indonesia.

PEOPLE WOULD BE SURPRISED 
TO LEARN THAT I . . . 

I have bungee jumped all over 
the world, including the bridge 
in New Zealand where the  
sport originated.  
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GULF COAST CHAPTER  
BRINGS GOLF TOURNAMENT  
BACK TO HOUSTON

The Gulf Coast Chapter is working with the national 
AESC organization to present The Bobby Gill 
Memorial Scholarship Golf Tournament at Northgate 
Country Club in Houston on April 1.

Chapter President Mike Miller said the golf 
tournament has a long history of raising thousands 
of dollars in scholarship money to benefit students 
connected with the AESC. 

“We expect a large turnout for this fundraiser, and I 
hope it again becomes an annual event for the Gulf 
Coast Chapter and the national organization,” Miller 
said.  “This year, we will honor Nick Petronio, who 
was active in the AESC for many years. We lost him 
to cancer in 2018.”

Northgate Country Club is located at 17110 
Northgate Forest Drive, Houston. More information 
about the event is available by contacting Miller at 
mmiller@pioneeres.com.

   

ANNUAL CLAY SHOOTING EVENT 
TO FUND MISSISSIPPI CHAPTER’S 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

As many as 50 teams will be taking part in the 
Mississippi Chapter’s annual sporting clay shooting 
tournament in Laurel on May 23.

The event will be held at the Bar 3 Range, 194 
Mullican Road. Registration and warm up starts at 
9 a.m. Lunch and shooting begin at noon. Proceeds 
from the event will fund the chapter’s scholarship 
program, said Chapter President Bob Stone.  

There will be a Top Gun award along with prizes 
for the first-place and second-place teams. All 
participants will be eligible for door prizes. 

“We’re looking forward to this year’s event,” Stone 
said. “It’s been a tradition at our chapter for more 
than a decade.”   

More information about the tournament is available 
by contacting Stone at 601-433-2400, Nick 
Messersmith at 601-319-4274 or Jeremy Sokovich 
at 601-672-8607.
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NORTH TEXAS  
CHAPTER HOLDS CLAY  
SHOOTING EVENT

Shooting enthusiasts are invited to join the AESC’s 
North Texas Chapter for the 2019 Scholarship Clay 
Shoot on May 17 at the Defender Outdoor Clay 
Sports Ranch in Fort Worth.

Proceeds from the fundraiser will be used to 
support college scholarship programs the chapter 
has carried on for a number of years, said Chapter 
President Chad Tregellas.

The event is limited to 24 teams, and each team will 
have four shooters, he said. 

“This will be the first year for our chapter to hold a 
clay shoot, and we’re excited about spending the 
day in the outdoors, having fun and competing,” 
Tregellas said. “There will be awards for the first- and 
second-place finishers, and we’ll have something 
special for the last-place team as well.”

There will be swag items for all participants, and 
there will also be a raffle drawing, so no one will go 
home empty handed, he said.

Participants will be given free breakfast and lunch, and 
after the last shot is fired, free beer will be on hand.

The Defender Outdoor Clay Sports Ranch is 
located at 8270 Aledo Road in Fort Worth. More 
information about the ranch is available at www.
claysportsranch.com. 

Sponsorship opportunities are still available. 

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHAPTER 
TO CARRY ON COLLEGE 
SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

The Rocky Mountain Chapter of the AESC has 
committed to sponsoring a new round of college 
scholarships for member families in 2019, said 
President Sam Tolley.

“College scholarships are a tradition many chapters 
of the AESC carry on, and we plan to keep it going 
in the Rockies,” he said.

This year, the chapter will award a number of $500 
college scholarships to students. The support 
can be renewed annually for four years, and the 
application process is open to AESC members’ 
dependent children.

“Higher education is important to our families and 
our industry, and this is a great way to support and 
encourage our children to pursue their dreams,” 
Tolley said.  

In addition to the scholarship program, recent 
discussions within the chapter have focused on 
increasing membership within the AESC’s Rocky 
Mountain Chapter, which comprise Colorado, 
Wyoming and Utah, Tolley said.
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The AESC Annual Winter meeting was held February 
13-15th at the Hotel Moneleone in New Orleans,LA.  We 
had almost 200 attendees from throughout the US.  
Everyone enjoyed the hospitality of the city and we had 
a great speaker lineup that updated the membership 
on numerous issues affecting our industry.

The event started with a golf tournament the day 
before the meeting started at English Turn Golf Club 
with 50 golfers enjoying a beautiful day on the course.

Henry Hays started things off Thursday morning 
with a talk about disruption in the age of technology.  
Looking back at the S&P 500 companies and 
how things have changed during the years, how 
technologies have provided innovations and speed 
to markets, and changed the landscape of entire 
industries.  His talk was thought provoking for the 
attendees, especially in their respective areas in the 
oil and gas industry. Over the years, specific well 
servicing technology has not significantly changed 
how service work is being done.

The association gave an update on numerous 
initiatives upon which we are currently working.  
An updated salary survey was given, as well as 
three specific initiatives.  One was the new Service 
Rig Inspection Packing, which is currently being 
worked on by the Health, Safety, and Environmental 
Committee.  Additionally, we had two presentations 
pertaining to a Recommended Practice for Well 
Control and also a project that we will be an 
undertaking in the area of Knowledge, Skills and 
Abilities (KSA’s) for the various positions in the 
well servicing industry.  The association is putting 
together a task force to work on these two projects 
for the membership going forward.

Chapters and committees gave overviews of their 
focus within their respective areas.  The key take 
away from the chapters is the lack of personnel at this 
time.  Each chapter expressed the same concerns: a 
lack of trained, competent personnel to operate the 
equipment, a lack of CDL drivers, and personnel who 
were incapable of passing drug screens.  

Guest Speakers Included:   
Colby Lane, CEO at PEC Safety 
Allen Brooks, Managing Director, PPHB, LP 
Jason Myers, VP of Operations, Supreme Service 
and Specialty 
Michael Zehr and Wyatt Boutwell with HBW 
Resources (AESC National Lobbying partner) 

Ashley Morgan with Erben & Yarbrough (Texas 
State Lobbying partner) 
Jay Cooke with Helis Oil and Gas 
Terri Francell with Basic Energy Services 
Jason Dugas with PetroEd 
Steve Vorenkamp with Vorenkamp Well Control 
Training, LLC 
Canaan Factor with Superior Energy Services 
John Daniel with Simmons & Associates 

Each of the speakers gave a unique perspective on 
the status of the industry and what they foresee in 
the future for the well servicing industry.  

Another panel included representatives from various 
oil and gas trade associations.  Jerry Simmons, 
Executive Director with Domestic Energy Producers 
of America, Gifford Briggs, President of the Louisiana 
Oil and Gas Association, and Dr. Bryan Shaw with 
the Texas Oil and Gas Association, each gave their 
perspective of what the various issues were within 
their own organizations, both locally and nationally.

A special thanks to all of our 
sponsors for the winter meeting:
Political Affairs Luncheon – National Oilwell Varco
Opening Night Reception – Commerce Bank
Coffee Breaks/Refreshments – SPN Well Services
Safety Awards – Towerstone, Inc.
Hotel Key Cards – AMPP, Administered by Towerstone
Lanyards – Venturetech
Notepads and Gold Meeting – Petroleum 
Equipment Company
Meeting Packet Folders – Pioneer Energy Services
Platinum Meeting – Bourque Equipment & Supply, LLC
Silver Meeting – Excalibur Well Services Corp.
Bronze Meeting – Dragon Rig Sales & Service, GO 
Wireline, LLC
Golf Driving Range – FMS, LLS
Golf Hole Sponsors – Gardner Denver, Rig Smart, 
Vermejo Energy Services

Mark your calendars  
for the upcoming  
Summer Meeting  

IN COEUR D’ ALENE, ID,  
JULY 31 – AUGUST 2, 2019! 
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COMMERCE BANK
The Prepaid Expense Card, a prepaid Visa® card, can 
make per diem and expense management easier for 
any size company. Load and unload funds, control 
merchant and cash use and more, without the 
requirements or risk of a corporate credit card, and 
without having to open a deposit account.   It’s ideal 
for per diem, employee travel, supply expenses and 
more. Learn more at commercebank.com/expensecard 
or contact us at prepaidexpense@commercebank.com 
or 866-946-3017.



Michael Perrin McDermett of Navasota and 
Montgomery, TX went home to his Lord and Savior 
on February 25, 2019 in Conroe, Texas.   A memorial 
service is scheduled for 10:00 am, Saturday, March 
2nd at Nobles Funeral Chapel in Navasota, Texas.  
Rev. Mike Horton will officiate.  A celebration of life 
will immediately follow at the Western Club, 9524 
Highway 6, Navasota, Texas.  All are invited to attend 
and celebrate Mike’s passion for life.  Arrangements 
are under the direction of Nobles Funeral Chapel.

Mike was born in Lubbock, Texas March 16, 1948 
to Charles Perrin McDermett, Jr. and wife Mildred 
(nee Walker) McDermett.  He graduated from Texas 
Tech University in 1971 with a degree in Agricultural 
Economics.  After a successful career in banking, he 
founded Cobra Industries, Inc., an oil and  gas well 
servicing company in 1980.  He married the love of 
his life, Georgia Gallant, on May 26, 1990 
in Hobbs, New Mexico.  After building 
Cobra Industries into a highly successful 
company, Mike and Georgia sold Cobra in 
1997 to begin a life of travel and adventure 
in retirement.  

Mike was always a prankster and loved 
elaborate tricks and jokes, whether on 
the giving or receiving end.  He loved life 
and all its excitement, enjoying ranching, 
music, dancing, boating, motorcycling, 
jeeping, RVing, and history.  

Mike planned legendary events for family 
and friends, always eager to ensure that 
everyone had a fabulous time.  Mike was a 
dedicated leader in whatever community 
he lived, serving as AOSC (Association of 
Oilwell Servicing Companies) president 
from 1994 to 1995 and active in Jaycees, 
United Way, and on the hospital board.  
Mike was a tremendous influence on 
everyone he touched and will be greatly 
missed by all. 

MICHAEL MCDERMETT

In Memory
Mike is survived by his loving wife of nearly 30 years, 
Georgia McDermett, four children, Kelly (Robert 
Bagby) of Cedar Park, Texas, Ken Shores (Jamie) of 
Jacksonville, Florida, Jill (Louis Pardo) of Volente, 
Texas, and Allison Holder (Kate) of College Station;  
and grandchildren Mia and Garrett Pardo, Kaydee 
and Cody Shores, Maddie and Tanner Pringle, and 
Lyndsey, Lauren, Emily and Lane Bagby,  He is also 
survived by his brother, John Wayne McDermett of 
Mundy, Texas and extended family and friends.  He 
was preceded in death by his parents.    

In lieu of flowers, the family suggests that a memorial 
contribution be made in his name to the Arthritis 
Foundation at www.arthritis.org/giving/donate.  

You are invited to leave kind words and fond 
memories at www.noblesfuneral.com.

BITCO knows oil and gas.
When times get tough, BITCO has been there. Since 1917, 
BITCO has been offering high quality insurance protection and 
services to industries at the core of the American economy- with 
the stability you need and deserve.

If you’re looking for broad insurance protection for your business 
at competitive rates, look no further than BITCO. We understand 
your business, and we tailor insurance packages specifically for 
today’s energy companies.

What YOU do is what  
WE protect.

1-800-475-4477
www.BITCO.com 

Insurance contracts 
are underwritten 

and issued by one 
or more of the 

following: BITCO 
General Insurance 

Corporation and 
BITCO National 

Insurance 
Company, rated A+ 
(Superior) by A.M. 
Best, A2 Stable by 

Moody’s, and A+ 
Strong by Standard 

and Poor’s.



know-how and the specifications to refurbish the vast
majority of pipe handling equipment in the field today.

You can count on Cavins to do the job right the
first time and get your tools back to you right now so you can
get up and running without delays.

Call today or Email us at repair@cavins.com

(661) 827.1200 � Fax (661) 827.1300
www.cavins.com � email: repair@cavins.com

Reborn in the U.S.A.

When you need to refurbish or recertify your pipe
handling equipment, you want it done right and delivered to
you right away. That’s why Cavins has a three-acre facility
wholly dedicated to doing just that. Right here in the U.S.A.

We’ve been in the well servicing business for 90
years designing and manufacturing the highest quality oil
well tools in the industry. We know how expensive
downtime can be, so we get your equipment back to you in
the shortest time possible.

We follow API-Q1 and ISO9001 regulations and
can load test up to 350-ton capacity. We have the

Spiders � Slips � Power Tongs � Sand Pumps � Bailers � Hose Connections � Depthometers
� Oil Savers � Junk Snatchers � Safety Clamps � Sucker Rod Elevators � Tubing Elevators � Cement Dumps

� Blowout Preventers and Rod Strippers � Rod and Crane Hooks � Elevator Links and Hooks

Baash-Ross, Foster, Hillman-Kelly, KelCo and Web Wilson are licensed trademarks of
National Oilwell Varco, LLC

TM

®

® ® ® ®TM

Born in the U.S.A.

Before
Recertification

After
Recertification
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